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Negotiation, Collaboration, and Emergent Processes: Graduate Student and Faculty Roles

in a College Writing Across the Curriculum Program

Abstrac;

The article details our experiences as doctoral students working as Writing Fellows (WFs) to

help implement a Writing Across the Curriculum (WAC) initiative at City College during the

rrr-st two year-s of the WF program from 1999...2-00I, We.oo~-Jibe our

early--frustrating!-struggle to designa program using the traditional methods oftop-down,

English Department-based WAC faculty development, such as workshops, discipline-specific

writing~n49?0k-S-t;l.n£.14~~~Alt~ ~ir. ws%i ~4:~Q!l:. W~th~. foc-»-s QRnQw we_-sllunbk<l

upon a more successful model for WAC, while working one-on-one with faculty in the sciences"

humanities, and social sciences. The WAC model that we advocate grew out of the collaboration

t,h.attook p!a£& in f-a£,ultypg..r:tnmhip.s:->-whge.. Writing FcllflW-S. Q[f~oo.th~r e..x:P?E~& with

writing pedagogy, course design, and Writing in the Disciplines (WID) research to faculty

members who contributed discipline and course-specific knowledge, years of teaching expertise

~4J:he..willing!¥'..t£st9 work with l!,s.-an4.e..x~.£:im~tin-t.1J.~r~~~. WorkjngtQg~..he..J: with

faculty, we produced targeted, useable curriculum innovations and pedagogical changes to

enhance classroom writing and learning. We conclude that the success of these collaborations

{)V{!('Rtwo-'y~ ~QQ--an4.tl.le.. OOl1tin!latiQRo£th~ WAC initiative..-at City CoJle..g~-mY!:d.®ly

result from the cooperative community that emerged as we workedside-by-side in an organic '.

way=without a pre-determined outcome in mind. Over time, the emergent model we forged, in

wJ:Jicl1 ~x~.&t-h~is.-sha.roo.-alvlt{~A~_-am9Ug «Y.k-a.g:l¥'..S:>-spr~4:be-yood0l-lJ: iwJivi4illll f-a~l;llty-

Writing Fellow teams to involve participants in all of the departments in which we worked.



Negotiation, Collaboration, and Emergent Processes: Graduate Student and Faculty Roles

in a College Writing Across the Curriculum Program

On the City College of New York (CCNY) campus, the Center for Teaching and

Learning is an 80-foot long open office space carved out of the stacks on the fifth floor of the

library. The makeshift walls, metal shelves and industrial-piped ceiling do not detract from the

commanding views from its picture windows, which open out onto Langston Hughes' Harlem,

and in the distance, midtown Manhattan. Designed for faculty members interested in further

developing their teaching, the center is a resource of teaching materials, comfortable chairs and

quiet discussion. It seemed an appropriate space to bring together 12 professors who had been

working-mostly in isolation-to pilot innovative writing pedagogy in their courses. As

graduate student participants (we were called Writing Fellows) in this university-wide Writing

Across the Curriculum (WAC)1 initiative, we had worked closely, and with some success, with

these faculty members, helping them develop and enact targeted writing strategies connected to

their class content. This gathering represented the culmination of our project, finishing where

most WAC programs start: by sharing our ideas about teaching, writing, and learning with each

other. In a sense we were going public, opening up the private life of the classroom to scrutiny

from our peers.

As a commuter-based, urban college reeling from a decade of city and state budget cuts,

tuition hikes and a demoralizing political backlash about failing academic standards, CCNY was

an unlikely place to begin a WAC program so heavily dependent on faculty cooperation, and so

interested in improving classroom teaching. Because of increased course loads and greater



demands for research and committee work from a diminishing number of full-time faculty,

dialogue within departments was limited, interdisciplinary collaborations infrequent, and

boundary crossing between divisions even more rare. As in many other colleges throughout the

nation, at CCNY, teaching skills were undervalued as credentials for tenure and promotion, and

most faculty development funds had long ago dried up. Simply put, teaching and classrooms

were not often on the radar screen when groups of faculty came together, and if writing was

mentionedat all, it was usually in the form ofa complaint about student skills.

We were, therefore, a bit anxious as faculty members took their seats, wondering if,

instructors with diverse, discipline-specific backgrounds and teaching styles would be willing to

talk openly about the use of writing in their courses. "This is like graduation day with divorced

parents," one of us whispered. To our surprise, without any coaxing from ourfaculty supervisors

or us, the faculty launched into an energetic conversation about writing, teaching, student results,

curriculum changes and departmental politics. We watched and listened as collegiality, problem

solving, praise and optimism flowed.

I. An Unplanned Arrival

WAC, the general term for programs that bring writing pedagogy and curriculum into

courses throughout the disciplines, has a controversial history that dates from the mid-1970s

(McLeod and Maimon, 2000, p. 574). At CUNY, a university of 110,000 full-time and 65,000.

part-time undergraduate students spread across 17 campuses, one of which is CCNY, some

localized forays into WAC had been institutionalized over the years, including faculty

workshops on writing pedagogy, professional training for adjuncts, discipline-specific writing

intensive courses, block programs pairing writing courses with content courses, and the



development of minimum writing competency and curriculum standards. But in 1999 CUNY

initiated a cohesive, university-wide WAC plan for the first time. The initial step ofthis massive

undertaking was the creation of Writing Fellow positions to he filled by CUNY doctoral students

from across the disciplines who would be paid a decent wage to help individual campuses

enhance existing WAC projects or launch new ones. Purposefully designed as an open-ended

project, it was left to each campus to decide how best to use the Writing Fellows.

In the summer of 1999, we were three of the six Fellows assigned to CCNY, and the only

three to stay for the duration of the allowable two-year contract. At the time we were hired,

CCNY, the, oldest CUNY college, had long been a lightning rod for criticism concerning

students' reading and writing skills. The creation and implementation of the WAC initiative was

in some sense a response to the latest round of criticism, which had resulted in the elimination of

remedial reading and writing courses at the university'S seven four-year colleges and the

development of a new reading and writing proficiency exam to certify students' readiness for

upper-level courses.

Fortunate1y, as former adjuncts at CCNY, we knew the political climate we were

entering, and the particularly important role that writing played in the debate over open access to

CUNY. On the other hand, although CUNY adjuncts have often been considered little more than

the "gypsy moths" of the university, as one news editorial dubbed them, Writing Fellows were

without even this insecure, but established role (Diggins, 1998, A-17). We were not instructors,

administrators, members of a department or division, or full-time employees. After a three-day

writing pedagogy workshop provided by CUNY, we started our jobs at CCNY almost before the

campus knew we were coming.
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In such an atmosphere, hiring graduate students to promote and implement a WAC

program would seem, at best, a cost effective, magic-bullet solution for a major university issue,

and; at worst, a disaster looking for a place to touch down, How could low status outsiders

possibly negotiate the tangled political space of writing instruction at a public college under

siege for poor academic standards'r'

Nevertheless; we plunged in with all our neophyte energy and naivete, Working with our

supervisors (two English professors and an Associate Provost from Psychology), we considered

various approaches, most of which came from traditional thinking about WAC: creating

discipline-specific writing guides for students; launching a CCNY writing website; gathering a

WAC resource library for faculty, attending departmental meetings to provide faculty with

information about how to use writing in their courses, and working with faculty from the English

department to develop writing workshops for CCNY faculty in the disciplines, The initial

approach we adopted, however, was a much more targeted strategy: (1) develop a list of5-10

writing skills or "benchmarks" for a particular discipline; (2) develop a set of writing

assignments that target those skills; (3) devise a systematized <'feedback method" for instructors

to respond to student writing; (4) pilot the assignments and the feedback system; and (5) write a

set of implementation guidelines that could be used to transfer the assignments to other courses

in that discipline,

ll. Altercations and Alterations

With our plan in hand, during our first semester, we met with faculty, chairs and deans,

observed classes, interviewed students; and collected writing assignments and student work The

more information and materials we gathered and analyzed, the more inadequate our one-size-fits-



all plan looked. We learned-of course, that although some general ideas about writing carry

across the curriculum, a great deal of how writing is used is discipline specific. We also came to

understand that even mentioning the.word "writing" launched us into a political and curricular

maelstrom. In our initial meetings, we were swept up in discussions about discipline boundaries,

institutional direction, faculty work loads, admissions policies, course content, classroom access,

and bad blood left over from previous writing wars, When we weren't reeling from trying to

digest the localized departmental politics of writing instruction, we were overwhelmed by the

diversity of forms, styles and methods of writing in the discipline-specific courses. Each

discipline-, indeed; each instructor-had their own entrenched ideas about how and what writing

is and ought to be. All of this left us lost and exhausted. We were interlopers joining courses

and teaching careers in medias res, and our low status, hastily formed and rigid plan, and

premature; forced collaboration caused a great deal of failure,

Looking back now, we can see why our initial meetings with faculty members were

largely awkward and unproductive: both sides had preconceived ideas about what needed to be

done, We began with a missionary model for our work If professors in disciplines other than

English were even using writing in their courses, we believed, they were only using it to evaluate

students: to find out if they did the reading, or to see if they could repeat back information from

textbooks and lectures, We thought that writing in the disciplines needed to be upgraded, that

there was not enough writing being done and writing was not used as a way to learn, but merely

as a way to record information. We had read in our training workshop Gordon Harvey's claim

that" "while the cannon of teachable topics and types of texts has changed excitingly in recent

decades (at least in the humanities), the basic assignments have remained the same ... [C]ollege

teachers seem to assign the kinds of papers-compare and contrast, summarize and respond, and



so on-that they were assigned by their own teachers, who in turn assigned what their teachers

did" (p. 105). We presumed that professors would need a great deal of guidance inleaming how

to use writing Ll1their courses and that it was our job to convert instructors to a writing-to-leam

pedagogy. There was a sense that we were to be zealous preachers carrying the gospel according

to WAC to new territories.' It did not occur to us that we were overestimating our understanding

of WAC, and underestimating the challenge and complexity that such a change would require<

Once we talked with the faculty, we discovered that they also came to the initial meetings

with their own pre-conceived ideas for how we could help them. Since the project had been

explained to jhem in a similarly hurried manner, and SLl1Cethe semester was alr@dy underway,

they welcomed us as saviors of a different sort: tutors who could help students correct their

writing, or graduate student teacher assistants (TAs) who could reduce their workload by

teaching the Glass or grading studt"41tpapers, Our job description specifically prohibited these

activities.

This clash of perceptions played itself out in bungling, sometimes confrontational ways.

Our meetings with professors came to take on an almost predictable course. A Writing Fellow

would start by asking questions about the course in general or the writing assignments in

particular. Almost invariably, the discussion would erupt in a gusher of ideas. The faculty

talked with passion and a great deal of knowledge about their assignments and students' writing

ability. In contrast to what we thought we would discover, every course had some form of

writing in it. In fact, in some cases, students' struggles with writing resulted from an overload of

writing assignments, rather than -11 dearth. In addition, most professors were not just using

writing to evaluate students; they understood the role of writing in their disciplines well and used

writing for specific learning purposes. Almost all of the professors viewed writing as crucial to
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understanding.their discipline's knowledge base .. They had certain ideas about what their

students needed and what caused students tostruggle with writing. And they expressed

frustration that despite their best efforts, students didn't seem to be "getting it."

An early meeting with a philosophy professor providesanexample. When we asked him

to describe his course, which was part of the core curriculum, he emphasized that he did not see

hisclass as a philosophy course-but as a course in "the basic skills of expository prose." He

wanted his students to be able to put together a "coherent, supported argument." "I want them to

learn how to read and write critically ," he assured us. It was his Herculean.task, he implied, to

reverse student apathy and inexperience in the fifteen weeks of the semester.

Many of the professors we met held the same goals. Too often, they suggested, students

come to college without knowing how to approach a book, or how to construct the simplest piece

.of writing. For the professors, the problem was that the students could not do the in-depth

writing and reading for the course because they lacked fundamental skills. They had tried

numerous approaches, but nothing seemed to work. In the end, they felt their efforts were futile,

and so they felt inclined to slowdown the course and require less from the students. The

students' writing problems, they stated, could best be solved by a major revamping of one

university, college or department structure or another, accompanied by large infusions of money.

Thus, though our conversations would begin as discussions of courses, students and writing,

before we knew it we would be critiquing the entire public education enterprise and talking about

problems we could not solve even if we had time, power, and money.

Sooner or later during these meetings, the professor would turn to us and ask, "So what's

your role in all of this? Why are you asking these questions?" Why indeed? These professors



understood their discipline's writing much better than we did, and they had been teaching writing

in their courses for years. What was it we could really do for them?

When we began to suggest that we could help them change the way they used writing in

the classroom, or suggest alternative pedagogical methods, in essence, that we could show them

how to teach, we were met with incredulous stares-or worse. One faculty member called us "a

bit evangelical. " One faculty member never contacted us again after our first meeting and

publicly questioned the project on a faculty list serve. A third professor left a meeting only

halfway through and had us contact her TA instead, thinking that we might be able to influence

the TA's teaching.butcertainly not hers. Another asked how we could help the students write if

we were not even going to read their writing. And, after a series of discussions about his course

and his use of writing, a fifth professor suggested derisively that all we do is have meetings in

order to set up more times for more meetings. "When are you actually going to do something?"

he asked. After these altercations, we realized that our role as missionaries was falsely cast. We

needed to find a new way of working.

Although we began to see OUI roles differently, the faculty also needed time to

understand where we fit in. Though the professors grasped the importance of writing, they often

did not see how we could be connected to the writing in their discipline. They had trouble

imagining an alternative to the traditional rolesof thegraduate student as TA or tutor, and often

they were concerned that the hidden agenda of the program was curricular: that they were going

to have to spend even more time with writing in their courses-in a sense taking on the role of

English teacher in addition to their already overburdened role of "content" faculty. Initially,

faculty also struggled to reconceive the traditional role of outside-the-discipline writing support.
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We were viewed not as part of their discipline, but asa service provided by anextensionofthe

English Department. What we did was writing, not writing within the disciplines.

ID. WAC in Progress

We took the materials we gathered, as well as our frustration and confusion, back toa

conference room in the Center for Teaching and Learning. Each week, we met with our faculty

advisors and discussed what we had discovered. We studied articles on writing pedagogy,

reviewed writing assignments and student papers from various disciplines, reported what bad

happened II! faculty discussions and tediously detailed what we had observed in these "foreign"

classrooms. Through the painfully slow process of talking it out and working with one of our

faculty mentors, we realized that our initial plan of force feeding a strict guidelines could never

work. There was no moment of epiphany ,but gradually we understood that any new plan must

begin "from within the discipline;" we needed to admit what we did not know (the discipline),

while trying to get the faculty to understand what we did know (writing pedagogy). We all

agreed that our initial Tole was to do a great deal of focused listening.

BIOLOGY: DEVELOPING WRITING TOOLS

Simultaneous to our lengthy "study sessions," a series of meetings with professors in the

biology department proved to be the exception to the general pattern we had seen. The

department was in the midst of a full-scale curriculum revision for its core courses when Writing

Fellows were assigned to work with two faculty members teaching three sections of an

introductory lab course. These sections were designed to pilot elements of the new curriculum,

and a new approach to teaching writing was part of this revised curriculum. Instead of asking
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students to write a full lab report for each experiment-the instructors ofthe pilot courses

proposed to assign the individual sections of a lab report" one at a time and devote class time to

discussing the writing of eavhs-ection. Unlike professors in many of the other departments we

had been assigned to, these biology professors wanted the help: they were already revising their

curriculum, and they had a specific job for us to do. In short, they were ready to focus ooncretely

on curriculum and pedagogy" By working within the revised writing component of the pilot

sections, Writing Fellows would help faculty improve the kind and quantity of writing in a

course that was in the process of being radically redesigned. Though the specifics of our '

activitiesand roles remained to be determined, there was an opening for us to begin our work

In the first class that we attended, about halfway into the semester, the instructor devoted

time to explaining how to write a results section of a lab report. Since the biology content and

writing style were still unfamiliar to us, we took notes, like the students,struggli.ng to understand

the expectations of this type of writing. We did, however, have an advantage over the students in

the class. Our teaching experience, WAC training, and background in literacy development gave

usanother, more "expert" perspective on the material. Thus.jhough the contentand writing

style were new, we were better able to decipher the writing task faster and with more insight than

the students were. After class we reread our notes and wrote a list that corresponded to what we

lJnderstood to be the instructor' sexpectations for the resvJts· section of the lab report We were

still unsure whether our understanding was correct and thought, "if this is how we feel even with

our academic training, how must the students feel?" Eventually, our own discomfort with this

new writing style provided a breakthrough.

To make sense of the lab-report writing task, we converted our list into an explicit

statement of guidelines for the results section and then reshaped the guidelines into a peer review
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activity for the students. Still fearing that we were overstepping our bounds and telling a fun-

time, experienced professor how to teach her subject, we sent the activity to her and asked if this

would bea worthwhile tool for the students to use in the classroom. Instead. of the. rebuke we

feared, we received an invitation from the professor to come to the next class and carry out the

peer review activity. Her generous and enthusiastic response signaled to us that our

understanding of the material had indeed been accurate,3nd, in addition. that the activity we had

developed was in sync with her teaching style. This, our first success, was a great relief: we had

accidentally discovered our role. We were able to provide an activity that linked writing-to-learn

pedagogy,~he professor's knowledge of the course material, and the already existing classroom

culture.

In our weekly workshops with our faculty supervisor, we reviewed this bit of success and

came to realize that it was only natural that collaborative work on writing would succeed in this

lab course because the students were already working in laboratory teams. The writing

guidelines, focused peer editing activities, and grading rubrics that we developed fo~ each section

of the lab report simply applied the same "teamwork approach'tthat the .instructorhad.already

instituted for the completion of lab experiments.

For the rest of the semester, our goal became to help make explicit for students the

expectations in a biology lab report, as wellas the individual professor's requirements, For

example, we went into the classroom and led discussions of "model" lab report sections. We

asked students to discern the underlying features of these sections through silent reading, small-

group peer discussion, .and, finally , whole-class· discussions during which we modeled an

annotation activity on the overhead projector.' These activities were not carried out only for the

benefit of the students. We also wanted to make explicit for faculty the process that students go



through in trying to make sense of a piece of writing and to uncover for them the sometimes

implicit expectations and guidelines they may have in mind when assigning a writing task. In

-addition.duringeach.ofthese modeling activities, we included the professors as participants,

drawing on their knowledge as the activity took place, sometimes asking them to clarify issues

raised or to contribute additional information to the discussion that Writing Fellows and students

could not have-generated on their own. Through this process, we forged the link between the

writing form and the course content By helping to clarify the assignments and by providing

activities (such as annotation and peer review) that led to completion of the final product of the

assignment, we helped to close the gap between facultyexpectationsand student performance.

A classroom partnership had been born.

With abetter idea of the kind of help Writing Fellows could offer, the biology professors

began to make specific requests. They asked us to design an activity to address students' test-

taking difficulties; they requested an exercise on citing sources; and they asked us to propose a

standardized approach to evaluating student writing. Over two years, this experimental course

was taught in sixsections by three professors, and a plan was developed to evaluate the pilot

approach. These professors hope to extend this curriculum to all· sections of the course and to

expand these WAC approaches to the other core courses in the biology sequence.

In our weekly sessions in the conference room of the Center for teachingand Learning,

we realized that the collaboration in biology could not have occurred without a redefinition of .

roles. Both the biology and WAC "experts" involved had to relinquish some control of their

roles. By participating together in the WAC/biology activities, botbparties were able to

contribute their expertise to the outcome that emerged. While we felt that we had been true to

our roles by creating and implementing effective, student-centered materials, the biology faculty,



through their participation in these activities, also owned these materials and activities and did

not feel they had been imposed by outsiders.

ART: TARGETED CLASSROOM INTERVENTION

As our work in biology continued, we were also assigned to an art professor with a long-

standing and popular introductory course. Hehad-developedtwo.writinga,ssignments that asked

the students to analyze works of art they had seen during museum visits. The assignments built

on one another, the first one easier than the second, and each came with a full-page description

of expectati.onsandinstructions for completing the work. The assignments were .designcd to

help the students use the vocabulary and the analysis the instructor had presented in classroom

lectures that featured slides of important works. In the classroom sessions, the professor had

been modeling what he wantedin the papers, as he clicked off the lights and analyzed the works

of art by discussing medium, materials, colors, composition, and form. The assignments asked

students to develop a visual literacy that called upon the vocabulary of art analysis. In short, as

we had often foupd, this instructor knew what he wanted and addressed Lnesegoals through

classroom work and writing assignments,

In three two-hour meetings with the professor we listened intently as he told us what he

saw as the problems with the students' writing. Though his list of issues was long, he

maintained that the level of writing was generally acceptable to him. In contrast to the pre-

existing structure of the biology pilot, this course left us to create a role for ourselves. But how

could we help a professor who was already doing things well, and who was largely satisfied with

his students' writing?

We decided to focus on the one area in which the faculty member had expressed a direct
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concern: the students had trouble starting their papers. The professor told us that poor openings

often fell into three categories: a paragraph narrating their trip to the museum ("It was raining the

dl;\Y we went to the museum"); an overly dramatic appreciation for artwork ("The Picasso was

the most beautiful painting the world had ever seen"); or an attempt to draw unwarranted

generalized conclusions ("Rembrandt changed the way the world thought about painting").

Using the confidence we had gained from our biology project, we suggest.ed that. one way to

handle this concern was to design an activity in which the students critiqued model openings.

The professor seemed amenable to this idea, but only if it took up a short amount of class time.

He then expressed concern that, even if provided with an exercise to address this problem, he

was not confident about teaching it. He wanted us to come to the classroom and run the exercise.

He would be there, but would not participate.

The activity that we developed stemmed directly from the professor's three examples of

unsuccessful essay introductions, which we used as the basis for a modeling activity that would

give students a chance to read and critique real student writing. We wanted to produce an

exercise that would help the students see several key concepts: first, that there is no single

"right" way to begin a paper; second, thateaoh piece of writing has some strengths and some

weaknesses; and finally, that the content, fonn, and style of a piece of writing depend on its

purpose and audience. We also wanted this exercise to grow out of the subject matter of the

class and the learning activities that were typical of this professor's teaching style (especially

evaluation and discussion), and to make the writing assignment part of the work of the class,

rather than an unrelated appendage. While our focus was largely on the students, we were also

trying to solve the new dilemma that this partnership had raised: how to create an activity that

the professor would feel comfortable incorporating into his class and delivering on his own.



The activity that we created called for students (working in groups of five) to read and

critique a series of paper openings, responding in writing to gradually more difficult guiding

questions. We designed the activity to be facilitated by two Writing Fellows and several student

tutors from CCNY's Writing Center. When the professor learned that we would be willing to

guide the activity in class, he suggested that he didn't need to be in the room at the time. We

began to realize that our presence could actually hinder faculty development rather than further

it. In the classroom, the professor introduced the activity and stressed its importance for the

students' writing skills and success.inthe course but then stepped aside, As the groups began to

discuss the ,openings, we were surprised by how much they had to say. The class was alive and

soon debates broke out about which opening was the best and why. The two Writing Fellows

walked from group to group, listening, adding a comment here and there, and reminding the

students to stay on task. Group members were using some of the vocabulary from the course

lectures, and they were discussing ideas about art and painting that each of the model openings

had raised.

Eventually, some of the groups began asking questions of the Writing Fellows about art

analysis. Fortunately, we were unable to answer their questions and had to ask the professor on

the sidelines. Soon he too was moving from group to group answering questions and pushing

students to qualify their remarks. Our risk had paid off in every conceivable way. We had

unoovered an important piece of our developing working method. By "performing" the activity

in the classroom, we were able to model writing pedagogy, show that writing to learn was a

viable concept, and enable the professor to see himself within the activity. By designing an

exercise that depended on the relationship between writing for art and learning about art, we
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were able to change the roles with which we began this faculty partnership. The art professor

was able to see that in discussing the writing students were also learning about art.

MUSIC AND POLITICAL SCIENCE: THE PROFESSORS HIJACK THE PLAN

While we enjoyed working closely with professors and appreciated the access that they

.gave us to their classrooms, as.the semesters. progressed we began to wonder whether facwty

members would continue to implement the tools that we developed with them once we were out

of the picture. It was difficult to let go of the materials that we created, with the knowledge that

fac.ulty would change them and deliver them in ways that we could. not O':!ers.ee, But this

freedom-created largely by our impermanence-allowed faculty to maintain their status in the

partnership and to use the materials in accordance with their own personalities and pedagogies.

This freedom made it more likely that they would participate voluntarily and eagerly L11 the

program, because they knew they would have the new materials to work within future

semesters. It also ensured a greater likelihood that faculty would continue carrying out these

practices.andsharetheir materials with cQl1e.afPJ"es,.t.lJ.ussustaining the programeven.after we

were no longer present. In at least three instances (music and political science, discussed here,

and psychology, discussed below) we saw the beginnings of this faculty independence, as

professors.built.on OUf collaborative work when they returned to their classrooms without us.

Our first experience of this process resulted from a project with a professor teaching an

Introduction to Music course with an assignment that had always been difficult for the students

to complete and challenging for him to grade. The. project asked students to write ap~pe,r in two

parts. First they were required to attend a concert on campus and write a brief report of the

performance. In the second stage of the assignment, students were to research the composer
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whose work had been performed and write a two-page discussion. Students consistently

struggled to connect the two parts of this activity and to tackle the difficult processes of locating

and using source material. After talking with. theprofessor ahoutprac1.ices.ofwritin,g within.the

field of music, we realized how difficult and complex this assignment was. Our own teaching

experiences in composition led us to identify the research component of the assignment as an

area. in which we could make a..useful intervention .. We worked with the professor.even meeting

with him in the music library, to learn about some ofthe important, standard music sources and

how they should be used-again taking the time to learn the writing of the discipline. We· settled

on agroupactivity in which.students would work together to evaluate and choose sources for ~;l

given paper topic. Prior to the day that we were to visit his classroom, we gave the instructor a

copy ofthe activity including a minute-by-minute plan for carrying it out as well as directions for

facilitating student.groups,

On the day of the activity, we met the professor before class and discovered that he had

piloted a more advanced version of the exercise himself with an upper-division class earlier that

morning. We experienced mixed feelings at first, There wasa sense of 1088-. that we had

created something, and he had stolen it=-and apprehension that he had used our exercise poorly.

Like faculty with strong feelings about their knowledge and teaching experience, we also had

feelings ofsuperiorityabout our expertise, The "theft" of our exercise allowed us to experience

the difficulty of relinquishing control. Once we recovered from these initial power-centered

fears, we understood that the professor had been a good instructor long before we arrived, and

. his reinvestment in changing his classroom practice was exactly the result wewa..nteQ Our job

was not to tell instructors how to teach, or to control every aspect of the teaching activities, but to

start processes that faculty could work on independently and evolve on their own.
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In subsequent semesters we were happily surprised by an even more blatant case of

"thievery" bya political science faculty member. In her class, students were assigned a large

researchpaper based primarily on journal entries recorded during a summer internship, During

the semester before the internship, we worked with the professor to design two workshops to

help students assemble their journals, including introducing them to a web-based software that

would enable them to write responses toone ..another. During this process, we had a number of

conversations with the professor about how this initial step would provide the students with more

material for their papers. We also discussed sequencing, drafting and feedback methods.

When we returned in the fall and.attended thy first session of her course, we were

surprised to discover that she had completely changed the structure of assignments and

classroom work for the course. Instead of the one-deadline, all-or-nothing research paper she

usually designed, she had built in steps withsmallerpieces.jncluding exercises on developinga

research question, evaluating sources, and critiquing drafts. We had provided her with elements

of writing pedagogy that she built on and re-fashioned to suit her needs. She did not simply take

om ideas into her classroom, and did not settle on having an add-on, (outside-of-class)

workshop; she transformed the ideas and activities we had suggested to fit new concepts and

goals that she developed on the basis of our work together. Although the steps were not as we

might have designed them, weaccepted the. fact that we. had. achieved our .goal. It was obviously

up to her to "re-envision" her course.

PSYCHOLOGY: THE RlPPLEEFFECT

While we did not see what the music professor did when he led the exercise that we had

designed, our contacts with other faculty did sometimes allow us to follow the materials that we
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helped to create after they left our hands and became integrated into courses. This .issue of

independence became part of our larger thinking about the CCNY WAC project after two years

of working with a senior psychology professor in an advanced research methods course. After a

long process oflistening, talking, sitting in on classes, and researching writing in psychology, we

began to design individual tools for the professor to use with specific assignments. As we had

learned previously, we limited the help we offered, We decided to focus only on the literature

review section of her major paper, a task with which many students struggled. Weultimately

designed a set of written assignment guidelines, student self-evaluation and peer-evaluation

tools, aTIQa,grcadingrubric for the professor. Like, all the. work we did, creating these. materials

took much longer than we would have imagined and required long negotiations with the

professor. But these conversations were fruitful because they invited the instructor to think

about what she wanted the. students.to do, and what specific criteria she would use to evaluate.

their work.

After the tools we developed had been tested in two sections of the course and refmed,

we started.to .think about how to integratethem into thesy llabus so that the pedagogy they

represented could be extended across the entire course. As we talked to the professor about how

to do this, we realized that one of the implications of our work could be a restructuring of the

course to sequence all of the readil1..gandwritiD.g·assigrmlents-.amajor proj.ect that.would

require careful thought and planning (and probably the elimination of at least some content).

After some consultation with us, the professor drew up an elaborate but logical and easy-

to-followsequence for the major research and.writingassignment of the course ...The.sequence

included the WAC tools that we had created together, many of the teaching techniques she was

already using, and some new tools and exercises that she introduced. The sequence was not a
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document that the Writing Fellows alone could have written; it reflected the professor's

knowledge that came with years of studying and teaching her subject. While the sequence

resulted from this professor' sexpertise, it also reflected time spent working. on WAC with the

Writing Fellows.

During the semester in which the psychology professor redesigned the sequence of her

course, she also advanced.another emerging. goal of the CCNY WAC program by.sharing.her

materials with other faculty members. Following this professor's presentation at a psychology

department meeting, a junior faculty member in psychology signed up for the WAC program.

Our first meeting with the new professormarked.another important.turning point in the.project.

In contrast to the initial meetings with our first group of faculty partners-in which we often

spent hours clearing the way for the real work and diplomatically redefining the participants'

.roles=-this partnershipbegan where our work with her colleague had left off

Our new faculty partner came to us not only with teaching and research expertise, but

with two things that would make our work with her much more productive in much less time:

she knew exactly what she wanted.our help with, and she. knew a lot about what we had. done

with her colleague in the research methods course. She came to the meeting with a copy of her

syllabus and writing assignments and a carefully thought-out description of her students' writing

.abilitiesand.limitations, If anything, this. professorhad too much informationand want¥dto.do

too many things at once. She knew about the in-class exercises and response guidelines we had

created with other faculty, and the link that we could provide to the Writing Center. Therefore,

we couldquicklymove to selecting and then targeting her most pressing concernsabout writing,

and then develop a plan for working with her long-term (a plan that would be carried out by new

Writing Fellows who would work with her in the semesters after our departure).
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IV. True WAC. Partnerships: An Emergent Process

ECONOA1JCS: PRACTICE BECOMES THEORY

In thefinal semesterof.our two-year term, we worked with.one faculty supervisor to

develop a fully articulated idea of our program's goals. In working with faculty, we had come to

realize that we knew very little about departmental culture, the courses, the instructors,and the

discipline-specific aspects of writing in.e.ach course. When we.finally understood that our

faculty partners did know all of this, we realized we had to use their existing expertise and skill.

As a result;a program designed initially to convert faculty to WAC pedagogy ultimately

metamorphosedintoa.teachingend learning commu,nity in which Writing,F ellowsbecame

resources to help faculty implement the curricular innovations that interested them from the start.

We learned to organize our work around their specific needs; it became less a program about

transferring our knowledge t() them, and more about collaborating on ideas tofalfill their. goals.

As we began working with new faculty, we still followed our original "first steps"

(collecting and analyzing syllabi, writing assignments, and student writing samples; interviewing

students.andobserviagclasses), but with a new purpose. Rather than gathering materials. and.

data for review in isolation, we worked with the instructors to discuss and analyze their courses,

listening closely to their ideas for improving what was already in place. Instead of
"-'''- ~

"ambassadors of WAC to the provinces," or even simply WAC resources serving discipline-
.~----~-~-

specific experts, we became co-participants with disciplinary faculty. In our reconceived model
,~

the goal was to co-create effective pedagogical practices, a process in which both discipline-

specific facultyand Writing Fellow roles were equally important.

??



From this semester on, we worked closely with one member of our supervisory team

from the English Department, who helped us to structure our process. As part of this new

system, faculty were invited to ,apply to become part of the WAC program, The applications

explained the role of the Writing Fellows and asked faculty to envision how Fellows could help

with course design. Seven participating faculty qualified and were given a generous stipend.

One of our new partners was a junior faculty member from the Economics Department

who was teaching a marketing course. We noted that her application expressed concerns about

students' difficulties with grammar and an uncertainty about how much writing she should'

assign in a semester. Thus, when we met with her, we.brought handouts and activities that

addressed her concerns. (These were materials we had developed in other courses that we

adapted to fit her discipline.) But we also provided information that she had not specifically

asked for that we thought wouldbe helpful Unlike prior partnerships, we were able .to establish

our role, illustrating for her the kinds of things we could do and learning to work within the

parameters of her teaching style and the unique needs of her students.
·/'-·"-~"<"""'-~'I

When this professor told us that her EngliSh-as,:,asecond-Langu~:(ESL)st}ldents made.
, _-~:.:..r-'~"'~~-"''---~

many grammar mistakes, we responded by provided her with ';;;vision ~ercrs~'d~
~----

specifically for ESL students from our research on WAC literature. We also facilitated her use

of campus resources, including Writing Center tutors, as a support for the activity.. Weshowed

her models of Writing Center workshops to suggest that tutors could use this revision exercise,'

combined with one of her marketing assignments, in a workshop during or outside of class.

We also provided research demonstrating that ESLstude,nts often struggle more with

grammar when they write in English in an unfamiliar content area with new forms and rules. We

felt that this research challenged the professor's ideas about the causes of her students' errors,



and we wondered how she would accept this challenge. By providing a theoretical basis for our

pedagogical tool, we hoped that the professor would see that our work was grounded in research.

We wanted her to·realize that we were bringing a knowledge base to the. collaboration, not

simply doing professors' work for them by developing exercises and carrying out activities.

Working with the economics professor also confirmed our ideas about the importance of

building a relationship by tailoring materials to-meet professor's needs and pedagogical methods.

This professor had an informal (but very demanding) and interactive teaching style that required

students to be prepared for class.so that they could contribute their knowledge, opinions, ideas,

andpersonal experiences to the,ongoing activities of the.course. The.result. was a lively; fast-

paced class that held the students' interest and helped them to contextualize the subject matter by

connecting it to their everyday lives. We mirrored this main tenet of her teaching style by

proposing less stmctured\Vriting~to-leamactivities that would draw on students' everyday

knowledge. One suggestion we made was to have students write down their ideas (in response to

specific questions) before the class discussion took place.

For instance.etudents could be asked to write .down something that they bOl~httha:tday

and why they bought it as the basis for the upcoming discussion on the different types of buying

(impulse buying, etc.), It seemed like a simple thing, but the development of ideas on paper

Pefor~ stl1depts had to verbalize, them in cl-ass could give them confidence and enablethe

conversations to go further and at a faster rate. Rather than formulating things to say on the spot,

the students could read and comment on what they had written. It was becoming clear as we

worked with professors that we had to take into account their Personalities and teaching styles as

we developed materials for them. The materials and processes we were designing not only had

to be discipline-specific and course-specific, but also professor-specific. Once these two minor
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suggestions were well received, the professor understood that we were not out to change her

course radically, nor would our ideas turn her into a "writing teacher."

The small changes that we worked on together during the spring semester helped build

confidence, and the economics professor then asked us to help infuse more structured versions of

writing activities in her fall course. She had already decided on an outline for her syllabus, and

she told us what activities ~ndmaterials she had found most useful and those that were noU1S

helpful. As we discovered again and again, our roles in this negotiation stage were to listen

closely, to act as a resource by suggesting possibilities for writing in the class, and then to work

·as:-a~~v~lppe,f to {~li~v~{}ft~ -bRr~ for~r~~ing~w m~{}r:ials:,B.tlt d~ring this

collaboration, something else happened which would change how we viewed our roles once

agam.

felt that she had not completely understood the writing pedagogy that we had proposed. We

waited for an opening in the conversation and delicately but firmly said what we thought needed

risk for us: directly contradicting a professor's ideas and attempting to change the specifics of the

role she had in mind for us. We were worried that perhaps, as the professors had done early on

in.~ prtlj~~J,,_~, w®14_tak~ <tff{£n~_-an4.i-gnQr~~S:,OI:W()f~ .. Inst%l"4,.shKlist~w~,~~s,i4-~~~~

what we said and decided to modify her approach in the way that we suggested. In the end, she

was still making the decisions about her course, but we were no longer acting as just a resource,

~t ~~..:ful~~~~~tQr:S, Wfi? \Yt.!~,.qW~tp~k~.th~s ~44itiQl¥ll-st~,pb.e£~,-~~w~~c~ttQ,ke.al-SQ

much time to listen to what she had to say, and to develop, over a semester's work, a mutually

supportive relationship.



BIOLOGY, EDUCATIONAND PSYCHOLOGY: TRUE COLLABORATION

As in the economics course, we became more confident after working with professors in

t~ ~ci'IJJat,iOll t~mellt Ql,lf~~~~iviti~s QV~~n.~x~d~:p~iQ4, We.S:Pe.llt~lfwl

semester helping one professor revise a research paper assignment page to include drafting and

editing steps, and we developed a peer activity for the drafting stage so that students could help

oae~notll~r f-Q\:A.JS their re~se..ar4-qy~stiQ-ns-.To i..rnplem@ttoosetwo .ooangeo-s-r~.yir~ -aJwJf

dozen meetings with the professor. After working cooperatively we felt comfortable enough

with the professor to offer a written list of other possible enhancements for his course, even

t-hmtghh~ hiH;tnot4h.~~.l1s. f{){ uli&.. W~ feJt tha:t.w~hfHlk,arn{'.4.~.-gr{'.,attF~l·ab:®Jhis ~--o:w:-s~

and his pedagogy, and it would be a shame to waste that knowledge. Following is one of the

recommendations we provided:

The main issue we think you need to consider is the length of the

assignment. To do all that you ask in three pages seems impossible to us,

especially if.str.Jdents areexpected to do lihr-a..ryreseA!.rcl1aoo.origim~l

research. As this is the only high-stakes writing assignment for the course,

we suggest a longer paper, or, as you have done previously, two short

-a,~~gumems:.Perhaps -stu4e..d1t-s muM.do ~ t~x-tYal-r~,m:~Jl for the first

assignment and the original research for the second. In fact, the two

writing assignments could be part of one large assignment: first they

ddin~ ·alinguist-ic. issue -flMl. {{.>o~,ar4it, .and for the.second part, they



conduct original research to gain a practical understanding of the issue,

and draw conclusions from that experience.

It occurs to us now that we were assuming a somewhat assertive tone here. Our list was, in fact,

very directive, though we suggested that the professor treat it like a menu, trying out those things

that-sfmR~4_.g~ -an4_nw..y~{L\'~.cSQU1{Lof t~ tb&~n¥'.6lrisky -an4_-a4Y~mro~ s- hut

rejecting what did not appeal to him. Having worked with the professor for the semester, this

was the participant collaborative discourse that resulted: we could be assertive because thatis

how ow rclati~~ip ha!i®ve1~4

Our experiences of participatory collaboration were beginning to spread through all of

our faculty partnerships. By the end of the two-year project in biology, for example, faculty

fl1e~.d:-Sb.€4}a!1to ~4it -alli.i{~si.gn mat~~ls -\:.,r~,g1~4~by th~ W{iting.F ~llow-st!)fit thcirwm:~

and its content more precisely. They also created new materials and asked Writing Fellows to

review them and give them feedback. In other instances, writing fellows worked side-by-side at

th~ -wmpm~ with f-a£.-w"tyt-Q £,,Q_~sign. £.4a£S~j:~.J,s:. By tk ~n~t-ofth~~m-e"st£r it was.-afull:..

fledged collaboration, resulting in a writing curriculum fully integrated into the biology lab

course.

Aft~r two y~.rs w~llaQm{rvw~y-illlflt~. "Q)llV~{-si~ M-%l~.~'wwJ1:i-cll.Writin..g

Fellows were to transmit knowledge to faculty, who were conceptualized as passive recipients of

this knowledge. We had also modified the "Resource Model" in which faculty take knowledge

frQ!1l F~19w:s, .w119klI~mMY~YQ{·sQfg~m~ J.<:~wl~g~®4~t14, Q:t;l{ e.]{W-d"i~~~ with th~

marketing and education professors demonstrate a move to a "Participation Model" in which

neither Writing Fellows nor the faculty are passive, but are equal co-participants and co-creators

')7



of knowledge and practices. This is an emergent model for which the outcome cannot be

predicted by either the Writing Fellows' input (as in the Conversion Model) or the faculty's

working relationship between facultyJ1.nd":W:ritif:lgf~lIows. In a sense, each faculty partnership
.(.,.....-'''''-'-w------.~------~- -.--

was a mini learning community."

v. Individual Seeds Grow into a WAC Program

The first two years of our WAC project culminated in ameeting (which we describe

participants), the original class ofWritil!gX~1192Y~"~!ls:L!Q~jncomingcohort, and the WAC
~.,;.;M~~~,.".~_."_.~ •..•"".•_,._"._,.~_,.•~~.._~.~,_~~.~. __",",_",..,...-,. '_ .." - _. -,.. .. .- -~-.-.-'_.~_. "._.~"<.•~,."•.. ~_. ... _

coordinators. The purpose of the meeting was to determine whether our workcouldcoalesce

traditional WAC faculty models. Could the program move from pockets of success at the

classroom level to the beginnings of a "program" at the college level?

program, with interested faculty gathering together to plan, coordinate, and institute agreed-upon

practices. What we learned, however, is that the strength of our model relied on its ability to

~~is~~j~~~~"{{Lla4i~~i~s~,£Q{~k};m-U~ ~iy~~!i~~:.~~S ..Q{.m:~~s, ..

Each of our projects depended on so many complicated factors that they were truly site specific

and developed slowly, over time, from specific classroom and course needs. McLeod and

Kuhn, praxis comes first, theory comes later" (p. 578). After we understood this sequence, the

process with each faculty partner became organic. We knew that we were interested in growing



something with them, but how the field was planted,and what the produce would look like only

emerged along the way through our joint activities. By allowing faculty to work separately and

intensively within their own courses, t9 devciop their ownpedagogica] tools,aJ14pr~~1ice~

specific to their disciplines, their courses, and their teaching styles, they became invested in these

practices and, by association, the program. In other words, after faculty had the opportunity to

~JTY QMtWAG -a£otiviti~,t~y w~!~-abl~ t9 bri{lg tf!i~{(X~~t9 .a~4isws.,qQ!l~ writLng,

pedagogy that they controlled for their purposes. This model of WAC reinforces what.is

already known: writing existed, pedagogical activities existed, and disciplinary knowledge'

~:x-i-st~4.All {)l,KWAG prQgf~l1l4i4 w~s,t9 bril,~gJb.~J1l,tog~h~ -3{!¥!giv~tb~tiro~JQ:OO stl;l~i~.,

and re-envisioned in a site specific context.

At the final meeting, we saw the potential for WAC pedagogy to reward good teaching

PJ::.f!£~i~S{l,!¥lq;~il,t~,lxw4s~m:0ng PJ::.Qg{~~siY~~!14f;A,m~~%t~~M£~1w:~wh9 wight Qtb~isy,

have deserted a top-down program that tried to institutionalize values and ideas without

participation from faculty. Like McLeod and Maimon (2000), we found that "faculty are

iHd~pd~-&g~t.s. withtJl~r 9wn-agW®" <p:.~7S} Fr9,mth~jr.OWU~$iP-SWfl,ng.tb-~.rv~-&,iQ!l

of WAC, which transcended our construction: The agenda was now aimed at faculty needs and

concerns, thus creating the beginnings of intra-institutional support so necessary for a fledgling

grol,~plike this t(l su,.s-w,init~f -!,lJl4. .grow<fuRdi;ng.au4.offi~4al~l¥latf';S-, -asW{(_1~fH~4~w~~.Rot

enough).

By focusing our activities on senior faculty (especially those who were two-year veterans

of the program), we illtd h~,d -that.a ~;(}ID.mllPity wool4.em~.ge_to provide ecx-ampl4'$-, models,

and encouragement for junior faculty in those and other departments. With their knowledge and

?Q



experience, the instructors were able to begin establishing this cultural community based on

existing, shared practices.

offered a suggestion for addressing the lack of professional value placed on teaching and

pedagogy at the college. Before he participated in the WAC program he and some of his

fostering intellectual growth within their department and helping faculty to develop their

research careers. Since they were education department faculty, he noted, their presentations

context of research and scholarship. His idea impressed the entire group, and a senior faculty

member from the psychology department (a teacher new to the WAC program) was inspired to

business card, on the reverse of which he had written: "Invite me to the next one."

For us, this brief moment of community represented a foothold for WAC, an indication

just the isolated collection of classroom events that had taken place over the previous two years,

and instead, could cohere into a program that would outlast our own stay at CCNY. As a variety

expand." Though our experiences as temporary, low-status WAC consultants to full-time faculty

were at times calamitous and difficult, ultimately, we believe, we helped initiate a new and

that has the power to maintain and expand a WAC program and to be a strong voice for

pedagogical innovation. As consultants, we were merely passing through.
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Endnotes

I We use the term Writing Across the Curriculum here because that was the term most often used in both the

CUNY-wide initiative and the original CCNY plan. The guidelines and training we received from CUNY and the

CCNY program utilized aspects of both WAC, as developed by James.Britton and others, and Writing in the

Disciplines (WID), the corollary theory to WAC, which holds that students need to learn how to write using

discipline-specific forms.

2 Criticism of CUNY students for their inability to write had reached a fever pitch in 1997 when the media reported

that students at one of its community colleges were allowed to graduate without passing a required writing test. In

an editorial in The Chronicle of Higher Education, Marc Ward suggests "the furor. ..has drawn national attention to

the university's debate over academic standards" (B-8). By 1999 the media coverage had intensified further when a

university-commissioned report suggested that CUNY was "adrift," and specifically pointed to a lack of writing

standards as a key reason.

3 This top-down method, we learned from our research, IS actually a popular WAC modei, In which writing

pedagogy and curriculum methods are transferred to the disciplines in a series of workshops, usually directed by

members of the English Department (see McLeod and Soven, 2000 for a discussion of various WAC models).

5 During these activities, Writing Fellows projected the model lab section being discussed onto the wall and asked

students to point out the various features of the section. We annotated the writing sample to model for students how

they could use annotation to make sense of unfamiliar genres of writing.

6 See Lave and Wenger (1991); Linehan and McCarthy (2001); Wenger, (1998) for a discussion of communities of
practice.

7 See Jones and Comprone, Bazerman, and McLeod.


